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With a new Consumerism chapter, improved art and photos, and timely updates, this Second
Edition of Nutrition & You personalizes nutrition–assisting you make healthy nutrition choices
and encouraging you to become an informed consumer of nutrition information. After reading
this reserve, you’ll understand to believe critically about information sources and the claims
manufactured in the popular press and online. You’re encouraged to relate the science of
diet to your personal dietary habits, assisting you to separate fact from fiction and to
distinguish high-quality nutrient sources from those of lesser quality. Throughout, each
supplement and mineral are launched in self-contained spreads, called Visual Summary Tables,
that assist you to learn to determine the key aspects of each nutrient instantly.
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Usually do not order this reserve new. Just eishbthe pages were just a little thicker so they don't
rip. The two books are the same, it simply comes with an insert. Well, I have to admit, I browse
the directions and had taken a calculated risk. 5 stars for a school book very helpful and easy
to read Four Stars great for clasd Five Stars It arrive in perfect conditions! I have bought
books on Amazon for 5 semesters now. I have however to have any issue with it, until this book.
There is also an online site that you can access with or without the book (some stuff you do
not even need the gain access to code)with chapter reviews, and quizzes that's helpful. and a
lot of people with allergies or different diet preferences might use information about how to
adapt to their new diets and maintain nourishment. Without this, many text message books are
no much better than weights in your currently strained backpack. ¡Llego en perfectas
condiciones! I, again, took a possibility hoping this would work out for me. Then purchase
whatever online access your professor requires. Amazon delivered me another
publication/code, but truthfully, I simply sent it back because it was in the same exact
packaging... I presume it offers something regarding the ISBN's being different. Why it would
work for some rather than others is definitely a mystery. Pretty good for a Nutrition text book.
Fun Textbook! Nevertheless, the code didn't work. I fortunately had money in the bank to just
say screw it and make the buy, but if you're a starving college student, do not purchase it new.
Avoid the headaches, the phone phone calls, the frustration at the beginning of an already
nerve-racking week to your semester, and heed these phrases.That said, I can't wait to learn
more about this subject, however, given that I'm all consumed with stress, I realized I just burned
through a complete bag of tortilla chips.... Taking into consideration purchasing one for myself
after nourishment class has ended. There is not really a section about different diets, such as
gluten free, paleo, soy free, etc.The single most important thing in text books today: the online
access code. Some of the info in this publication is outdated but it is otherwise a great diet
textbook and is mostly accurate. Missing "My Plate" Hi, just getting this out there. I like the fact
that you can separate the reserve for each module of the course. When I observe phrases in
every caps, I imagine some delirious person who more than most likely didn't read the
instructions. may i cancel? It didn't talk to me if this was digital. It was an excellent overview of
nutrition. I will say that once more, Amazon gets 5 stars for their customer service and
attempting to help me, but the product isn't worth the purchase. Learned some good stuff I
bought this book for a self-paced course I am taking. I did so learn some stuff that I am in fact
trying to use in my existence. It certainly got me thinking about my health insurance and
necessary lifestyle changes. There is also good info but I believe this book is only worthwhile for
people who know almost nothing about nourishment, and even then I'd recommend a different
publication before this one.! I rather enjoyed reading it. Personally, I've never used a text book
I ever bought in university. I would suggest it as a good read even if you're not taking a
nutrition class. EASILY say anything in caps, it really is this: RENT OR Purchase THIS BOOK USED.
Needed this for college and was therefore much fun! Discovered a lot about nutrition, great
textbook Ehh... Not that you will have a choice in getting this because it's probably necessary
for a class, but I came across several areas in the reserve with poor nutritional assistance.
Actually my professor acknowledged my worries. It is extremely readable, perhaps too easy at
times.I finished up spending another $42 for the online gain access to and $16 for the
MyDietAnalysis access. I like the fact that you could separate the reserve for . Great condition!
Good picture and great resources. Mostly accurate and informative but a little outdated
Good but might use some updated information. Easy to read. The ISBN on the shrink wrap of
the book is different than the ISBN of the publication itself.. Even though this is a second Edition



and the 'newest' edition, there are two variations of this 2nd Edition, this one and the "My
Plate" edition, and the "My Plate" one being the newest most up-to-date one. I typically make
an effort to be cordial on evaluations. You should buy not rent Great text book that I'll use
souch within the next couple of years, worth the buy and Amazon rocks !.! I did so not mean to
buy this! So, as I have read from another reviewer, it really is worth the savings to just get this
one in the event that you even want a book. I want this in paper back. You truly are not
missing anything you cannot access online. DO not want this! Perfect- buy it! Awesome Case! It
repeats the salient points a lot but in the end it just helped to hammer the info into my head. It
didn't work in my favor, however. Thanks. I purchased this because so many people said it
worked well for them while a couple it didn't. Gracias. Five Stars Readable! Useful tables!
Format can be a little difficult to find things as they print a lot of different material. Using the
campus bookstore online, I dual checked that, in fact, I ordered the right ISBN, but for
whichever cause, (neither Pearson or Amazon could describe) the access code didn't work.
Five Stars Very informative
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